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What is Scenario Modeling?
Scenario Modeling enables raters to quickly react to - and even steer -  

their clients modeling requests and the shifting codes, products, programs, 

and tax credits.

Raters face pressure from builders to produce fast and precise analysis 

on ways to meet 45L and new energy codes or determine how changing 

specifications and products will impact compliance thresholds. With 

Scenario Modeling, raters can determine how any individual change or set 

of changes will impact the performance of up to 1,000 energy models at 

a time - in just minutes. Scenario Modeling delivers you fast and accurate 

results so that you can provide the best analysis to your builders more 

quickly and easily than before.

Scenario Modeling saves you time, allows you to answer your clients’ 

questions with ease, and enables you to find innovative solutions to 

increase the value of your services. From 45L to IECC 2021, Scenario 

Modeling ensures that you’re delivering comprehensive and accurate 

analyses that improve your builder’s portfolios.

Ekotrope’s Scenario Modeling Solution:

Your builder asks how to 

comply with a new code or 

rebate and improve their 

compliance rates on all of 

their project(s).

You select the energy 

model(s) and model the 

design changes you 

want to analyze - doing 

so just once instead of 

repeating hundreds of 

design iterations.

Group the changes into 

scenarios and hit submit! 

In moments you’ll receive 

a comprehensive report.

Save time and money 

while delivering critically 

valuable compliance 

insights quickly to your 

builder clients.



Our footprint
 � Analyze 1-1000 energy 

models and 20 scenarios 

at once in minutes.

 � Receive a comprehensive 

report and summary 

within minutes.

 � Support and pricing  

for large and small 

analysis projects.

 � Analyze the impact of 

scenarios on code and 

rebate compliance as 

well as energy-use,  

HERS Index, and 

emissions results.


